
Estrildidae: twinspots, firefinches, waxbills and mannikins598
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Models of seasonality for Zones. Number of records (top to bottom, left to right):
Occurrence: 0, 0, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 0.
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NYASA SEEDCRACKER

Nyasa Seedcracker
Rooistertsaadvretertjie
Pyrenestes minor

The three species of seedcracker are large,
heavy-billed estrildids, found in a variety of
habitats which offer close cover. The Nyasa
Seedcracker is the smallest of these and the only
one with a range which extends into southern
Africa (Clancey 1980b).

Its distribution is centred on the lowland
forests of Mozambique, extending marginally to
Tanzania, southern Malawi and eastern Zim-
babwe (Maclean 1993b). During the atlas period
there were records from only four grid cells in
eastern Zimbabwe, but it keeps under cover, and
is easily overlooked. It inhabits long rank grass,
reedbeds, or other coarse vegetation at forest
edges at low elevations. In such situations, it
may be found in the Honde Valley (1832DA),
and at the Haroni–Rusitu confluence (2033AA).
Its status is uncertain, but Vernon et al. (1989)
suggested it might be a summer visitor to the
region only.

There were no atlas breeding records, nor
were any included in Irwin (1981). Maclean
(1993b) mentioned a January record from Zim-
babwe. It builds a large, untidy, ball-shaped nest
with a side entrance, in a shrub or low tree. The
Nyasa Seedcracker may always have been mar-
ginal to the region and, though not common, is
probably not under threat.

R.M. Harwin

Recorded in 4 grid cells, 0.1%
Total number of records: 9
Mean reporting rate for range: 5.6%


